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Human and cow#uter reasoning 
Philip N, Johnson-Laird 

This paper revwws three main sorts of  computer program designed to make 
deductive references" resolunon theorem-provers and goal-thrected mferenttal 
programs, tmplemented prtmarily as exercises tn artificial intelligence; and natural 
deduction systems, which have also been used as psychological models. It argues 
that none of these methods resembles the way m which human beings usually 
reason. They appear ,nstead to depend, not on formal rules of inference, but on 
using the meaning of  the premises to construct a 'mental model' of the relevant 
situation, and on searching for alternative models of  the premises that falsify 
putative conclusions Experimental evidence corroborates this account of human 
reasoning. 

The ability to reason is central to 
human life because without it there 
would be no science or  culture, and no 
law or morality Yet, despite its cen- 
trahty, it is difficult to study We are 
not aware of its underlying processes - 
we cannot stick microelectrodes into 
them, and even a detailed neural 
wiring diagram would reveal no more 
about them than the architecture of a 
computer reveals about the program 
that it is running We cannot observe 
the inferential processes themselves, 
but only their consequences in speech 
and behavlour Nevertheless, in recent 
years computer scientists have devel- 
oped an increasing number of pro- 
grams that reason, and psychologists 
have proposed theories of reasoning 
that for the first time are sufficiently 
explicit to be modelled in computer 
programs This article reviews these 
two related fields of work. 

It is, of course, futile to search for a 
comprehensive definition of a notion 
such as reasoning that is to be eluci- 
dated by a theory, but it is useful to 
demarcate the area of study with a 
working definition. In general terms, 
an mference refers to some systematic 
process of reasoning by which one set 
of propositions (the 'premises') leads 
to another (the 'conclusions') Typi- 
cally, several verbally expressed prop- 
OSltions are combined so as to yield a 
single verbal conclusion, but many 
practical inferences depend on putting 
together information from the per- 
ceived state of affairs, general knowl- 
edge, and the verbal premises - the 
conclusion may never be formulated 
verbally but instead issue in a direct 
course of action. The process of reas- 
oning depends on pnnclples, either 
explicit or implicit, that establish some 
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sort of relation between premises and 
conclusion. In the case of deduction, 
these pnnciples are supposed to be 
logical and, in particular, to guarantee 
the validity of the inference, i.e. that 
its conclusion must be true g~ven that 
its premises are true. There are other 
forms of reasoning depending on other 
underlying principles, but whenever 
an inference fails to conform to the 
principles of logic or goes beyond the 
premises in an unwarranted way, there 
is no guarantee that it is valid: the 
premises could be true, and the con- 
cluslon nevertheless false. For exam- 
ple, suppose you were to read in a 
paper: 

The victim was stabbed to death 
In a cinema dunng the afternoon 
The suspect was travelhng on a 
train to Edinburgh when the 
murder occurred_ 

You would probably conclude lnvahd- 
ly that the suspect was innocent This 
is a typical piece of everyday reason- 
Ing, and it illustrates three important 
phenomena. Firstly, the inference de- 
pends both on the gwen premises and 
on many aspects of general knowl- 
edge, e g ff one person stabs another 
they must be close to each other, 
people cannot be in two different 
places at the same time, and there are 
no cinemas on trains travelling to 
Edinburgh. Your use of such links in 
the inferential chain is so rapid and 
automatic that you are hardly aware of 
them Indeed, the need for them was 
discovered only when people tried to 
devise computer programs that under- 
stood discourse I Secondly, you drew 
a useful and informative conclusion of 
your own Since an infinite number of 
logically vahd conclusions (largely 
trivial) follow from any set of prem- 
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ises, you must have been guided by 
some principles entirely outside logic 
to reach your particular conclusion 
Thirdly, although your conclusion is, 
strictly speaking, invalid, if it is chal- 
lenged you can test its valichty, ] e  
whether it could be false given that the 
premises are true When people are 
confronted with such a challenge, they 
search for alternatives and often pro- 
duce ingenious scenarios in which the 
suspect is guilty, e.g. he (sic) may have 
had an accomplice; he may have left a 
spring-loaded knife in the cinema seat; 
he may have used a radio-controlled 
robot; and, fiendishly ingenious, he 
may have given the victim a post- 
hypnotic suggestion to stab himself 2 

There are many forms of reasoning, 
depending on the principles that are 
brought to bear on a problem, but 
these three phenomena of ordinary 
human reasoning stand most in need 
of explanation 

Logic and reasoning 
Logic specifies the pnncaples of 

vahd reasoning (m certain domains), 
and a given branch of logic, such as the 
propositional calculus, l.e_ the Boolean 
algebra of 'not ' ,  'and' ,  and 'or ' ,  can 
be formalized in many different ways. 
Most psychologists have assumed that 
there is a mental logic that enables us to 
reason 3~, and the late Jean Plaget, the 
Swiss psychologist, argued that formal 
reasoning, which chddren are sup- 
posed to master in their early teens, is 
'nothing more than the propositional 
calculus itselr 7 According to flus 
doctrine of mental logic, an Inference 
is made by translating its premises into 
a mental language, adding the relevant 
pieces of general knowledge triggered 
dunng comprehension, and then ap- 
plying formal rules of Inference to 
these representations to denve a con- 
cluslon from them The crucml ques- 
tions are accordingly, what logic does 
the mind contain, and how is ~t 
represented there? 

One of the many difficulties with 
Piagers  theory is that inferences which 
hinge on quantifiers, such as 'all ' and 
'some',  cannot be captured within the 
propositional calculus They call for 
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the more powerful quantlf lcatlonal 
calculus, which includes not only the 
proposit ional  calculus but  also an addi- 
tional apparatus  for quantlflers Com- 
puter  programs for deductive reason- 
mg have suggested a n u m b e r  of ways 
in which this logic might be represent-  
ed in the mind,  and I will outl ine the 
three most  impor tan t  approaches 

Computer programs for reasoning 
A major  logical discovery of this 

century was that  there  Is no decision 
procedure  for the quantif lcational cal- 
culus There  are algorithms that  will 
de termine in a finite amount  of t ime 
that  an inference is valid, but  there  can 
be no such procedure  guaranteed to 
discover that  an inference is lnvahd. A 
computer  program must  therefore 
minimize the time it takes to discover 
proofs, because as it grinds away there 
is no way of knowing whether  it will 
ult imately yield a proof  or merely go 
on comput ing for ever One  economy 
is to use lust  a single rule of inference,  
the so-called ' resolut ion '  rule 

A o r B  
not-A or C 

B o r C  

which is a combinat ion of two famlhar  
disjunctive rules- 

A o r B  A 
not-A not-A or C 

B _ C  

case, then C follows from the second 
of them. Since ei ther  A or not-A must  
hold, it follows that  ei ther  B or C 
must ,  too Thus,  whenever  an asser- 
tion, A, and its negation,  not-A,  occur 
m disjunctive premises, they can be 
deleted to leave a disjunction of what- 
ever is left behind  The problem with 
the resolution rule is to get the prem- 
ises into a form to which it can apply 
the rule only works if all quantlfiers 
have been  el iminated,  and all the 
connectives ( ' and ' ,  'if ' , etc ) have been 
t ranslated into equivalent  inclusive 
disjunctions Table I summarizes the 
major  steps of the method s . 

The resolution method is built  into 
the programming language, 
P R O L O G ,  which the Japanese  have 
adopted tn their quest for a 'fifth 
generat ion '  of intelligent computers 
Yet,  a l though the method ts undoub-  
tedly intelligent, it is highly artificial. 
It provides psychologists only with a 
s tandard of comparison,  human  beings 
are most  unlikely to translate premises 
into a s tandard format  and to use only 
a single rule of inference 

The method  of 'natural  deduction '  is 
al together  more plausible The logl- 
o a n s  who devised this method intend- 
ed it to be natural  ra ther  than par- 
simonious, and it is accordingly based 
on providing each connective and each 
quantif ier  with its own rules of infer- 
ence Thus,  there are rules for ' and ' ,  
'or ' ,  and 'if ', e g 

p p or q l f p  then q 
If not-A is the case, then B follows q not-q p 
f rom the first of these rules; If A is the . p and q p .- q 

TABLE 1. A simple example  of 'resolution" theorem-proving  

The  deduction to be evaluated 
Premise 1 Fred is a scientist 
Premise  2 All scientists are exper imenters  
Conclusion 3 Fred is an e x p e n m e n t e r  

Step 1 Transla te  the deduction into a reducao ad absurdum i_e negate  the conclusion with the a im 
of  showing that the resultang set of  proposi t ions is inconsistent 

1 Scientist (Fred)  
2 (For  any x) ( I f  Scientist(x) then Exper imenter (x) )  
3 not (Expenmen te r (F red ) )  

Step 2 El iminate  the quantif ier ,  'any '  its work  can be  done by the presence of  variables (The 
quantif ier  ' some '  is e h m m a t e d  by represent ing it as a function, e g ' some '  m 'all scientists have done 
some exper iments '  means  if a scientist is p rowded,  a value is delivered,  namely,  a set of 
exper iments  ) Transla te  all connectives into equivalent  inclusive disjunctions,  e g ~1[ A then B' 
becomes 'not-A or  B '  I'-Ienc~, assertion 2 becomes:  

2 not(Scientist(x)) or  Exper imente r (x)  
Step 3 Apply  the Resolut ion rule to any premises  containing inconsistent e lements ,  e g assert ion 3 
is inconsistent with the occurrence of Expenmen te r (x )  In 2 The  rule entirely el iminates  3 and 
reduces 2, all that Is left of  the three assertions IS 

1 Scientist(Fred) 
2 not(Scientist(x))  

A second apphcatlon of the rule ehminates  these two assertions W h e n e v e r  the set of  assert ions is 
reduced to nothing in this way, they are inconststent the conclusion follows at once since we have 
obtained a reducUo ad absurdum of Its negat ion 

Natural  deducUon is currently the 
most  favoured hypothesis about  the 
way in which logic ~s represented in the 
mind,  and several theorists have form- 
ulated different sets of rules m order  to 
try to capture differences m the diffi- 
culty of inferences 3-5,9,I°- 

Natural  deduction,  however,  is just  
another  way of formalizing inference 
the specific semanUc content  of the 
premises is irrelevant_ Indeed,  its ir- 
relevance is the foundat ion on which 
all formal logic rests, since the set of 
valid deductions is to be captured 
solely in virtue of their  form How- 
ever,  as we have already seen, the 
content  of the premises is crucial 
because it triggers the additional 
knowledge that  people bring to bear  
on a deduction_ Hence,  mental  logic 
must  be supplemented  by some mech- 
anism to handle  this aspect of reason- 
mg 

One solution Is to use only rules of 
inference with a specific content  - a 
method that  has been  implemented 
in the programming language 
P L A N N E R  and its descendants  ~ 
P L A N N E R  relies on the close resem- 
blance between reasoning and plann- 
ing an inference is a series of asser- 
tions each following from what  has 
gone before and leading to a conclu- 
sion; a plan Is a series of hypothetical  
actions each made  possible by what 
has gone before and leading to a goal 
Hence,  the denva t ion  of a plan is 
organized in much the same way as the 
denva t lon  of a proof  Programs writ- 
ten in P L A N N E R - h k e  languages have 
a data-base that  consists of a set of 
assertions, writ ten In a predicate-ar- 
gument  format,  such as 

(SCIENTIST FRED) .  

The assertion, 'Fred is a scientist ' ,  is 
accordingly true with respect to this 
data-base,  and P L A N N E R  allows a 
p rogrammer  to implement  procedures  
that  will evaluate a sentence with 
respect  to the data-base and return its 
t ruth value, and that  wdl take a new 
sentence and add the corresponding 
assertion to the data-base.  However,  ff 
the new assertion Is of the form 

All scientists are experimenters  

then rather  than tamper  with the data- 
base - going through it and long- 
wlndedly adding the relevant  assertion 
about  each scientist including Fred, 
P L A N N E R  allows the result of such 
an operat ion to be described hypothe-  
tically in the following way A specific 
rule of inference is set up 
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TABLE I1 A simple inference using mental  models  

Step 1 Form a model based on the premises and any relevant general  knowledge The  premises 
T r e d  is a scaentlst' 
All the scientists are expenmente rs '  

are m fact self-sufficient The first premise  yields the model 
Fred = scientist 

scientist 
scientist 

The content of  the second premise  is then added 
Fred = scientist = exper imenter  

scientist = e x p e n m e n t e r  
scientist = expenmen te r  

( expenmente r )  
Step 2 Find a re la tmo in all the models  so far  constructed that ~s not stated exphcttly in the premises ,  
and formulate a conclusion expressing it 

'Fred is an exper imenter '  
Step 3: Search for an alternative model  of  the premises that  fals~fies the putalave conclusion f f  there 
is definitely no such model ,  the conclusion is valid, i f  no such model  can be found but the search may 
not be exhaustive,  the conclusion may  be valid; ff such a model  as found,  then return to step 2 

The  example  does not depend on any reformation beyond the $wen premises ,  and since the model  
is finite it ~s easy to determine that any variant  of  Jt that severs the hnk I~ tween  Fred and 
expenmen te r  ~s no longer a model  of  the premises Hence ,  the conclusion ~s vahd  

( C O N S E Q U E N T  (X) 
( E X P E R I M E N T E R  ?X) 

( G O A L  (SCIENTIST ?X))) 
and what tt says m effect is the 
program can infer the consequent  that  
X is an experimenter ,  provtded that  it 
can establish the goal that  X is a 
scientist. Hence,  if the program ~s 
asked to evaluate the t ruth of the 
assertion, 'Fred ts an experimenter ' ,  it 
searches the data-base for the cor- 
responding assertion: (EXPERI-  
M E N T E R  FRED) .  If there is no such 
assertmn there, tt then looks to see 
whether  it has any rules of inference m 
which the C O N S E Q U E N T  clause 
matches the i n p u t  ( E X P E R I M E N -  
T E R  FRED) .  The rule above, for 
instance, matches this assertion, and 
the value of the variable, ?X, now 
becomes, F R E D  The program's  goal, 
as defined by the rule, is to establish. 

( G O A L  (SCIENTIST FRED))  

and tfus ttme there ts a corresponding 
assertmn m the data base Since the 
goal as satisfied, the consequent  is 
satisfied too, and the program can 
respond that  the assertion, 'Fred is an 
experimenter '  ts true. In a realistic 
program, the rules of inference are 
likely to be ra ther  more comphcated 
and contmn several goals. Likewise, 
there may be many rules that match an 
assertion or goal, and the program ex- 
plores them m order  to try to discover 
one that  works 

Goal-directed programs allow rules 
of anference to be formulated with a 
specific content  every general  asser- 
tion takes the form of such a rule, 
either a consequent  rule of the sort 
illustrated here or some other  sort of 

rule. These rules can even be supple- 
mented by mformat ion specific to that 
content ,  such as heuristics about  how 
to achieve a particular inferential goal, 
and they could readily trigger further  
factual mformation So-called 'expert  
systems', which are computer  pro- 
grams that  provide adwce on such 
matters  as medical diagnosis, molec- 
ular structure, and drilfing for miner- 
als, are generally based on the same 
method of reasoning in which a speci- 
fic goal is used to trigger a senes  of 
sub-goals However,  as a model of 
human reasoning, goal-directed pro- 
grams have one crucial defect- they 
provide absolutely no machinery for 
general inferential abditles They 
swing too far away from formal pro- 
cedures. What  is needed is the best of 
both worlds, general inferential abihty 
combined with a sensitwRy to content  

Mental models in reasoning 
An  inference is vahd if its conclusion 

cannot  be false, given that  its premises 
are true. One way an which a valid 
inference can be made  is to imagine 
the situation described by the preimses 
and then to constder if there ts any way 
In which the conclusion could be false 
Tlus method is semantic ra ther  than 
syntactic as is the case with formal 
rules of reference. The reasoner  braids 
a 'mental  model '  based on the prem- 
ises and any relevant  general knowl- 
edge, establishes a conclusion based 
on  a relation m the model  that  was not  
stated in the premises, and then 
searches for alternative models of the 
premises that  falsify the conclusmn2, tt 
Wha t  complicates this procedure is 
that  there are usually many alternative 

situations which are compatible with 
the truth of the premises Given a 
p r e m i s e ,  s u c h  as -  

All the scientists are experimenters  

how is one to build a smgle model that 
captures its content? The answer ~s to 
make some bold assumptions, which tf 
need be can be revised later Thus, 
you can imagine that the set of scien- 
tists, which you know to exist and to 
be very large, consists of, say, just  
three token individuals 

scientist 
sctentlst 
scientist 

You may form a vivid image of these 
three individuals, but the theory 
assumes that what  is crucial ~s not  your 
subjectwe experience but  the under- 
lying structure of the model,  which is 
not usually available to conscious in- 
t rospec t ion  a finite set of tokens 
represents a finite set of individuals 
Since the premise asserts that all the 
scientists are experimenters,  you must  
add this information to your model 

scientist = exper imenter  
scientist = expenmen te r  
soent is t  = exper imenter  

(experimenter)  
where the token in parentheses  rep- 
resents an individual who may or may 
not exist - an exper imenter  who is not  
a scientist, because the premise (and 

TABLE HI .  An  example of a ' three model '  
r easomng problem 

The  premises  
None  of the arUsts are beekeepers  
All the beekeepers  are chemists 

The first model 
a 
a 

- -  where the ba rner  repres"nts  
negation 

b =  c 

b = e  

(c) 
suggests the conclusion. None  of the artists are 
chermsts, or  its conver~e, drawn erroneously by 
most  sub]ec/s 12 
The  second model  

a 

a = (c) 

b = e  
b = c  

falsifies the concluslous above The  two models  
together  ymld 

Some of  the attlsts are not  chemists 
Some of  the  chemists  are not  artists 

The  thtrd model  
a = (c) 
a = (c) 

b ~ c  
b = c  

eliminates the first of the prewoos pa~r of 
conclusions The  vahd conclusion is 

Some of  the chemists  are not  arhsts 
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your general knowledge) leave this 
posslbihty open Once you have con- 
structed such a model of two or more 
premises, you can scan ~t for any 
interesting new relations to be  used as 
the basis of a conclusion. W h e n  you 
have formulated a conclusion, you can 
check its vahdlty by searching for 
a l ternatwe models of the premises that  
falsify it Table  II summarizes the 
steps needed to make a simple vahd 
reference using mental  models 

The main predict ion of the mental  
model  theory is obvious: the greater  
the n u m b e r  of alternative models that  
have to be constructed to draw a vahd 
deduction,  the harder  the task wdl be_ 
Here  ~s an example of an reference 
that  is much harder  than the simple 
'one model '  problem in Table II. 
Suppose there are some artists, bee- 
keepers  and chemists m a room, and 
the following assertions are made 
about  them: 

None of the artists are beekeepers  
All the beekeepers  are chemists 

What ,  if anything, follows vahdly 
from these premises? If readers w~sh 
to test their  deductive abdlty, they 
should commit  their answer to paper  
Relatively few mtelhgent  adults res- 
pond correctly; the right answer for 

the ngh t  reasons calls for three  mental  
models to be constructed,  as is shown 
m Table  III  There  are, of course, 
other  possible forms of menta l  model,  
such as Euler  circles and Venn din- 
grams, but  only the number  of mental  
models of the sort proposed by the 
present  theory correctly predict the 
difficulty of a reasomng task 2,12 

The  general algori thm for reasoning 
by mental  models has been imple- 
mented  m several computer  programs 
It makes  no  use of formal rules of 
inference,  but  ~t ~s clearly necessary to 
specify procedures  that  construct ap- 
propriate  models based on  the mean- 
mg of the premises. This task Is 
relatively easy for certain areas, e g 
spatml inferences,  and references that  
depend only on the meanings of quan- 
tifiers and connectives 2 However,  
there is much that  remains to be done 
in order  to extend the theory to causal 
assertions and other  domains of ordin- 
ary d~scourse outside the scope of 
formal logic, but  well within the scope 
of everyday human  reasoning 
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